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Summary:
A term paper is also referred to as a research paper. This is a common and often daunting assi
The steps or procedures for writing a term paper consist of the following:
¯ Choosing a subject
A g...
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A term paper is also referred to as a research paper. This is a common and often daunting assi
The steps or procedures for writing a term paper consist of the following:
¯ Choosing a subject
A good term paper provides answer to various questions regarding a particular subject matter.
¯ Finding sources or materials related to the subject
There are limitations when it comes to sources or materials for your term paper. This is also
¯ Gathering and writing notes

Try to examine each of your sources one at a time and select only those information that are r

Be accurate in taking notes and refrain from distorting the author´s meanings. And try to coll
¯ Creating an outline

Do not rush in writing your term paper. Think carefully what your subject and your purpose are
Finally, review your notes and look for main sub-divisions for your subject. Sort all of your

Try to sort again your note cards for information that you can place under the sub-sections fo
¯ Writing the first draft

Now that you have finished creating an outline, you are ready to write your term paper. Be sur

Likewise, try to keep all information that is alike together. Consult your outline to help you
¯ Editing the paper
After you have written your term paper, you still need to edit them out. In editing your term
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